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Abstract
Drewnowski and Paúl proved in [L. Drewnowski, P.J. Paúl, The Nikodým property for ideals of sets defined by matrix summa-
bility methods, Rev. R. Acad. Cienc. Exactas Fís. Nat. (Esp.) 94 (2000) 485–503] that for any strongly nonatomic submeasure η on
the power set P(N) of N the ideal Z(η) = {N ∈P(N) | η(N) = 0} has the Nikodym property (NP); in particular, this result applies
to densities dA defined by strongly regular matrices A. Grahame Bennett and the authors stated in [G. Bennett, J. Boos, T. Leiger,
Sequences of 0’s and 1’s, Studia Math. 149 (2002) 75–99] that the strong null domain |A|0 of any strongly regular matrix A has the
Hahn property (HP). Moreover, Stuart and Abraham [C.E. Stuart, P. Abraham, Generalizations of the Nikodym boundedness and
Vitali–Hahn–Saks theorems, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 300 (2) (2004) 351–361] pointed out that the said results are in some sense dual
and that the last one follows from the first one by considering the density dA (defined by A) as submeasure on P(N) and the ideal
Z(dA) as well by identifying P(N) with the set χ of sequences of 0’s and 1’s. In this paper we aim at a better understanding of the
intimated duality and at a characterization of those members of special classes of matrices A such thatZ(dA) has NP (equivalently,
|A|0 has HP).
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Preliminaries and introduction into the ‘duality’
We start with few preliminaries. (Otherwise, the terminology is standard, we refer to Wilansky [14,15] and
Boos [2].)
ω denotes the space of all real-valued sequences x = (xk), and any vector subspace of ω is called a sequence space.
Let χ be the set of all sequences of 0’s and 1’s and, if E is any sequence space, let χ(E) denote the linear hull of the
sequences of 0’s and 1’s contained in E.
An FK-space is a sequence space endowed with a complete, metrizable, locally convex topology under which the
coordinate mappings x → xk (k ∈ N) are all continuous. A normable FK-space is called a BK-space.
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spaces are ∞ (bounded sequences) with the supremum norm ‖ ‖∞ and its closed subspaces c (convergent sequences),
c0 (null sequences), ac0 (sequences being almost convergent to 0) and ac (almost convergent sequences), 1 (ab-
solutely summable sequences) with its natural norm ‖ ‖1, bs := {x ∈ ω | supn |
∑n
k=1 xk| < ∞} = Σ−1(∞) (bounded
partial sums) with its natural norm. A sequence space can have at most one FK-topology, and we take advantage of
this fact by not actually specifying the topology.
Let A = (ank) be an infinite matrix with real entries. The (summability) domain cA of A is defined as cA = {x ∈ ω |
Ax := (∑k ankxk)n ∈ c} where the definition of Ax implies the convergence of the series. Moreover, c0A = {x ∈ ω |
Ax ∈ c0} is called the null domain of A. By definition, the matrix A is conservative and conservative for null sequences
if c ⊂ cA and c0 ⊂ cA, respectively; it is regular for null sequences if c0 ⊂ c0A, and regular if it is conservative and
lim◦A|c = lim. By A+r and A+r0 we denote the set of all nonnegative matrices being regular and regular for null
sequences, respectively. A regular matrix A is called strongly regular, if ac ⊂ cA. Note that cA and c0A are separable
FK-spaces and, if A is conservative, the bounded domain ∞ ∩ cA of A is a ‖ ‖∞-closed subspace of ∞.
Now, we are going to introduce the Nikodym property and the Hahn property and to work out the understanding
of the ‘duality’ of the Nikodym property of rings of subsets of N defined by densities of infinite matrices and the
Hahn property of their strong null summability domain. The basic idea of the ‘duality’ aiming at is simple: we may
identify the power set P(N) of N with the set χ by the one to one map J :P(N) → χ,N → χN where χN denotes the
characteristic function of N. Now, for properties P1 and P2 defined for subfamilies F of P(N) and linear subspaces X
of m0 := linχ, respectively, we say that P1 and P2 are dual, if F has P1 if and only linJ (F) has P2. In the following
P1 and P2 will be the Nikodym property and the Hahn property, respectively. So, dual properties have the obvious
advantage that we may use set theoretical arguments as well as arguments in sequence space theory for a proof that
the properties are there.
Let R be a ring of sets. By a measure (respectively σ -measure) on R we mean a finitely (respectively countably)
additive scalar valued set function defined on R. A submeasure onR is a nondecreasing, subadditive, nonnegative (in
general, R+-valued) set function defined onR and vanishing on the empty set. We denote by ba(R) the Banach space
of all bounded measures on R with the supremum-norm. The closed subspace of ba(R) consisting of all σ -measures
will be denoted by ca(R). Now, by definition, R has the Nikodym property (NP) if every pointwise bounded subset
M of ba(R) is uniformly bounded (or norm bounded in ba(R)), and it has the σ -Nikodym property (σ -NP) if every
pointwise bounded subset M of ca(R) is uniformly bounded. Clearly, NP implies σ -NP but not conversely.
Let A be a class of subsets of N. A sequence of scalars (xn) is said to be summable over A if the subseries∑
n∈E xn converges for every E ∈A. By definition, A has the absolute summability property (ASP) if (xn) ∈ 1 for
any sequence (xn) of scalars being summable overA. It is known that there exists an ideal I with the ASP but without
the NP. For more information on ASP and related notions see [5, Section 3]. Given a nonnegative matrix A = (ank),
we define for each E ⊂ N,
τn(E) :=
∞∑
k=1
ankχE(k) (n ∈ N) and dA(E) := lim sup
n→∞
τn(E).
Clearly, each τn is a nonnegative (not necessarily finite) σ -measure on P(N) and dA is a submeasure on P(N). We
will often refer to dA as the submeasure or density defined by the matrix A. By ZA we denote the ideal of dA-null
sets, that is, ZA := {E ⊂ N | dA(E) = 0}.
If limn ank = 0 for each k ∈ N, then we call the matrix A admissible. Obviously, A is admissible if and only if
{k} ∈ZA (k ∈ N).
Proposition 1.1. (Cf. [5, Proposition 5.2].) Let A be an admissible nonnegative matrix such that the ideal ZA has the
σ -NP or, equivalently, the ASP. Then
lim
n
sup
k
ank = 0 and dA(N) = lim sup
n→∞
∞∑
k=1
ank < ∞. (1)
It is shown in Example 6.13 of [5] that there are nonnegative matrices A satisfying both conditions in (1), and for
which ZA fails to have the σ -NP.
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and only it has ASP.
Grahame Bennett and the authors (cf. [1]) introduced the Hahn property (HP) for sequence spaces E: E has the
Hahn property, if
χ(E) ⊂ F ⇒ E ⊂ F (2)
holds for every FK-space F. E is defined to have the separable Hahn property (SHP) and the matrix Hahn property
(MHP) if the condition (2) holds when F is any separable FK-space and any domain cA, respectively.
Theorem 1.2. (Cf. [1, Theorem 1.1].) Let E be an FK-space. Then E has HP if and only if χ(E) is a dense, barrelled
subspace of E.
As above, we consider a nonnegative matrix A = (ank). Let
|A|0 :=
{
x = (xk) ∈ ∞
∣∣∣∑
k
ank|xk| → 0 as n → ∞
}
(strong null domain of A)
be the set of all sequences being strongly A-summable to 0. Then we have
χ ∩ |A|0 = {χE | E ∈ZA} and χ
(|A|0) := lin{χE | E ∈ZA}.
Proposition 1.3. Let A ∈A+r0. Then |A|0 has HP if and only if χ(|A|0)β = 1.
Proof. Adapt the proof of [1, 4.1] with (adapted) [6, 4.1]. 
We call a sequence x = (xk) thin, if there exists an index sequence (kν) with kν+1 − kν → ∞ such that xk = 1 if
k = kν and xk = 0 otherwise (k, ν ∈ N). The set of all thin sequences is denoted by T . The following result generalizes
a result of Bennett and the authors (cf. [1, 6.2]).
Corollary 1.4. Let A be a nonnegative matrix. If T ⊂ |A|0, for instance, if ac0 ⊂ c0A, then χ(|A|0)β = 1, thus |A|0
has HP.
Proof. Note T β = 1 (cf. [2, 2.3.3(c)]) and apply 1.3. 
Concerning the condition T ⊂ |A|0 in Corollary 1.4 we remark, that for a given matrix A, in contrast to the case
ac0 ⊂ c0A, we do not know a characterization of T ⊂ c0A in terms of the matrix coefficients.
Theorem 1.5. For A ∈A+r0 the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) ZA has the NP.
(b) ZA has the σ -NP.
(c) ZA has the ASP.
(d) χ(|A|0)β = 1.
(e) |A|0 has the HP.
(f) χ(|A|0) is dense and barrelled in the BK-space (|A|0,‖ ‖∞).
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) is exactly the statement of [5, 5.4] whereas the condition (d) is the (equiv-
alent) translation of (c) into the language of sequence space theory. The equivalence of (e) and (f) is the statement
in 1.2 whereas ‘(d) ⇔ (e)’ is the statement in 1.3. 
After these introducing expositions, in Section 2, we work out general necessary and sufficient conditions for the
Nikodym property of rings of subsets of N defined by densities of infinite matrices and the Hahn property of their
strong null summability domain, respectively. Thereby we turn our attention to densities dA being strongly nonatomic.
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means Rp (Section 3.1), of all Hausdorff matrices Hp (Section 3.2), and of all Nörlund matrices Np (Section 3.3).
In the first two cases we get—in terms of the defining sequence p—a characterization of those matrices A such that
ZA has the NP (or equivalently, |A|0 has the HP); in both cases ZA has NP if and only if the density dA is strongly
nonatomic. For Nörlund means we get partial answers.
2. Matrices with strongly nonatomic density
By Theorem 1.5, in a sense, the Hahn property of |A|0 and the Nikodym property of ZA (and their equivalence) are
completely understood. The problem with Theorem 1.5 is that its hypothesis, even (c) and (d), are difficult to check.
On the one hand we have convenient necessary conditions in terms of the (admissible nonnegative) matrix A
(cf. Proposition 1.1):
• A has spreading rows, that is, limn supk ank = 0,
• dA(N) = lim supn→∞
∑∞
k=1 ank < ∞.
In this mind, in the following, we may study admissible nonnegative matrices A with spreading rows and
with dA(N) < ∞ or—since the deletion of finite many rows of A do not affect NP of ZA—even ‖A‖ :=
supn
∑∞
k=1 ank < ∞. (Note, A is regular for null sequences if and only if A is admissible and ‖A‖ < ∞.) With-
out doubt, the assumption of regularity for null sequences is standard in this connection whereas ‘spreading rows’
is the more interesting one. On the other hand we have a relatively general sufficient condition and result due to
Drewnowski and Paúl:
Theorem 2.1. (Cf. [5, Proposition 6.3].) If η is a strongly nonatomic submeasure on P(N), then the ideal Z(η) :=
{N ∈ P(N) | η(N) = 0} has the NP. Thereby, η is called strongly nonatomic on P(N), if for all ε > 0 there exists a
finite partition E1, . . . ,EN of N with3 η(Eν) ε (ν ∈ NN).
They used this result to prove, in the case of A ∈A+r0, that dA is strongly nonatomic (implying all the equivalent
conditions in 1.5) if A has spreading rows and the rows of A are monotone or, more general, if m(A) = 0 (for the
definition of m(A) see [5, p. 497]). Concerning NP and noting 1.5, these special results are also contained in 1.4 since
each A ∈A+r0 with m(A) = 0 is strongly regular for null sequences (adapt [2, 2.4.9]). Below, we will see (cf. 2.7) that,
under the assumptions in 1.4, dA is strongly nonatomic.
Let (νt )t be a sequence in N and, for each t ∈ N, Nt = {Nνt | ν ∈ Nνt } a partition of N, that is, N =
⋃νt
ν=1 Nνt and
Nνt ∩Nμt = ∅ if ν = μ. Then (Nt ) is called an admissible partition sequence of N.
Example 2.2. If we put4 νt := t (t ∈ N) and Nνt := {ν + rt | r ∈ N0} (t ∈ N, ν ∈ Nt ), then Nt = {Nνt | ν ∈ Nt } is an
admissible partition sequence of N. In the following we refer to it as standard admissible partition sequence of N.
Proposition 2.3. For A ∈A+r0 the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) dA is strongly nonatomic on P(N).
(b) There exists an admissible partition sequence (Nt ) of N such that5
lim sup
t→∞
lim sup
n→∞
sup
1ννt
Anνt = 0 where Anνt :=
∑
k∈Nνt
ank. (3)
Therefore, if (a) or (b) holds, then ZA has the NP by Theorem 2.1 and all the other statements in Theorem 1.5 are
fulfilled.
3 For n ∈ N we use the notation Nn := {1, . . . , n}.
4
N
0 := N ∪ {0}.
5 ∑
k∈∅ ak := 0.
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Note that in (b) we have lim supt→∞ lim supn→∞ sup1ννt Anνt = 0 if and only if
lim sup
t→∞
sup
1ννt
lim sup
n→∞
Anνt = 0
and that some of the sets Nνt may be finite (or empty) and the validity of (3) do not depend from these sets because
A is admissible and consequently limn
∑
k∈N ank = 0 for each finite subset N of N.
Now, we reformulate and reprove essentially 2.1 in the special case of the submeasure η = dA by using sequence
space language and methods.
Theorem 2.4. Let A = (ank) be an admissible nonnegative matrix with (ank)k ∈ 1 (n ∈ N). If there exists an ad-
missible partition sequence (Nt ) of N such that (3) holds, then 1 = χ(|A|0)β and, consequently, |A|0 has the Hahn
property, and A has spreading rows and is regular for null sequences.
Proof. Let (Nt ) be an admissible partition sequence of N satisfying (3). Without loss of generality we may suppose
that Nνt is infinite for all ν ∈ Nνt and t ∈ N. (Otherwise we add—without influence on the validity of (3)—the finite
sets to a corresponding (same t) infinite set.) Obviously, we have 1 ⊂ χ(|A|0)β since χ(|A|0) ⊂ ∞. Now, let y /∈ 1,
that is ‖y‖1 =∑k |yk| = ∞. We verify y /∈ χ(|A|0)β which completes the proof of 1 = χ(|A|0)β . Without loss of
generality, we may further assume that∑
k
y+k = ∞ (4)
since otherwise we may consider −y. Then we may define inductively index sequences (kt ) and (nt ) with k1 = 1 and
such that for each t > 1 we have
Jνt := ]kt , kt+1] ∩Nνt = ∅ (ν ∈ Nνt ) and
kt+1∑
k=kt+1
y+k  ν
2
t (5)
by (4),
∞∑
k=kt+1+1
ank < 2−t−1 (n nt+1) and
kt+1∑
k=1
ank < 2−t−1 (n nt+2) (6)
since (ank)k ∈ 1 and (ank)n ∈ c0 (n, k ∈ N).
We now consider a fixed integer t ∈ 2N. By the definition of Jνt in (5), {Jνt | ν ∈ Nνt } is a partition of N∩]kt , kt+1]
into νt nonempty subsets. Therefore, for at least one i we must have, on account of (5),∑
k∈Jit
y+k  1. (7)
We choose for each t ∈ 2N one such it and put J :=⋃t Jit t . Now, we define x = (xk) by xk = 1, if k ∈ J, and xk = 0
for k ∈ N \ J. By (7) we get∑
k
ykxk =
∑
k∈J
yk =
∑
t
∑
k∈Jit t
yk = ∞
and, provided that x ∈ |A|0, the desired statement y /∈ χ(|A|0)β .
For a proof of x ∈ |A|0 we consider first of all an arbitrarily given t ∈ 2N and n ∈ N with nt+1  n < nt+2 where
we should note xk = 0 (kt+1 < k  kt+2) and that both, xk and ank (n, k ∈ N), are nonnegative
[Ax]n =
∞∑
k=1
ankxk =
kt∑
k=1
ankxk +
kt+1∑
k=kt+1
ankxk +
∞∑
k=kt+2+1
ankxk
 2−t−1 +Anit t + 2−t−1  2−t + sup Anνt .
1ννt
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[Ax]n =
∞∑
k=1
ankxk =
kt−1∑
k=1
ankxk +
kt+1∑
k=kt+1
ankxk +
∞∑
k=kt+1+1
ankxk
 2−t +Anit t + 2−t  2−t+1 + sup
1ννt
Anνt .
Now, on account of (3) we have
∀ε > 0 ∃t0 ∈ N ∀t  t0 ∃n0 ∈ N ∀n n0: sup
1ννt
Anνt <
ε
2
.
By that and the previous estimations, we obviously get x ∈ |A|0. 
Remark 2.5.
(a) Let A be a nonnegative matrix with m(A) = 0, then A fulfills condition (3), thus 1 = χ(|A|0)β and, consequently,
|A|0 has the Hahn property. For a proof consider the standard admissible partition sequence of N (cf. 2.2) and
apply the inequality in Corollary 6.7 in [5].
(b) Let A be a nonnegative triangle with (n supk ank) ∈ ∞ (thus ‖A‖ < ∞ and (supk ank)n ∈ c0). Then A fulfills
condition (3), thus 1 = χ(|A|0)β and, consequently, |A|0 has the Hahn property. (Consider Nt defined in 2.2.)
However, (n supk ank) ∈ ∞ is not necessary as we show in 3.3.4(b).
(c) In 3.1.4 we will show that, in general, it is not sufficient for a characterization by 2.3(b) of densities being strongly
nonatomic to consider standard admissible partition sequences of N as defined in 2.2.
Corollary 1.4 is based on a result of Hill and Sledd (cf. [6, 4.1]). Now, we show that the case ‘T ⊂ c0A’ can be
subsumed under 2.4.
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a nonnegative matrix with T ⊂ c0A. Then (3) holds for the standard admissible partition
sequence of N (cf. 2.2), that is, Anνt :=∑k∈Nνt ank , Nνt := {ν + rt | r ∈ N0} (n, t ∈ N, ν ∈ Nt ), and
α := lim sup
t→∞
lim sup
n→∞
sup
1νt
Anνt = 0. (8)
Corollary 2.7. (See Corollary 1.4.) Let A be a nonnegative matrix with T ⊂ c0A, for instance, let ac0 ⊂ c0A. Then
dA = lim sup◦A is strongly nonatomic, ZA has the Nikodym property and |A|0 the Hahn property.
Proof. Apply 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6. 
Proof of 2.6. Since T ⊂ c0A, A ∈ A+r0 (cf. [2, 2.3.8]), that is, ‖A‖ = supn
∑
k |ank| < ∞ and (ank)n ∈ c0 (k ∈ N).
Thus, we may put k0 = 1 and choose inductively index sequences (ks) and (ns) with
ks−1∑
k=1
|ank| < 1
s
(n ns) and
∞∑
k=ks
|ank| < 1
s
(n ns). (9)
We assume α > 0 (note α  ‖A‖) and construct x ∈ T with x /∈ cA (thus T ⊂ c0A). By the definition of α we may
choose index sequences (t (μ)) and (n(μ)) plus a sequence (ν(μ)) with 1 ν(μ) t (μ) such that
An(μ)ν(μ)t (μ) 
α
4
=: β (μ ∈ N). (10)
In the next step we choose index sequences (μi) and (si) such that
si+1 − si  3, (11)
ksi+1 − ksi → ∞ (i → ∞), (12)
nsi  n(μi) < nsi+1. (13)
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xk =
{
1 if k ∈ ]ksi−1, ksi+1] ∩Nν(μi)t (μi) and i ∈ N,
0 otherwise.
(14)
Thus x ∈ T by (12) and the definition of Nνt , and x /∈ cA follows since
0
∑
k
ansi+2kxk 
ksi+1∑
k=1
ansi+2k +
∞∑
k=ksi+2
ansi+2k 
2
si + 2
i→∞−−−→ 0
(because of (9), (14), and (11)) and (because of (11), (14), (9), and (10))
∑
k
an(μi)kxk 
ksi+1∑
k=ksi−1+1
an(μi)kxk −
ksi−1∑
k=1
an(μi)k −
∞∑
k=ksi+2
an(μi)k
An(μi)ν(μi)t (μi) − 2
ksi−1∑
k=1
an(μi)k − 2
∞∑
k=ksi+2
an(μi)k
 β − 4
si
→ β > 0 (i → ∞). 
HP is closely related with the SHP, MHP and other properties playing an important role in earlier papers of the
authors and papers of Kuttner and Parameswaran (cf. [1,3,4,7–9]). We list some of these properties and clarify, as far
as possible, the relation between them.
Proposition 2.8. Let A be a regular matrix with nonnegative entries. Then we consider the following conditions:
(a) ∞ ∩ cA has the matrix Hahn property.
(b) Optional: Some condition in terms of (the coefficients of) A.
(c) A = (ank) has spreading rows, that is (supk∈N ank)n ∈ c0.
(c∗) dA is strongly nonatomic (cf. 2.3 for a further equivalent condition).
(d) A ∈ KG, that is, each matrix B with χ(∞ ∩ cA) ⊂ cB is conservative.
(e) ∞ ∩ cA has the separable Hahn property.
(f) ∞ ∩ cA has the Hahn property.
(g) A ∈ |KG|0, that is, each matrix B with χ(|A|0) ⊂ cB is conservative for null sequences.
(h) χ(|A|0)β = 1.
(i) |A|0 has the Hahn property.
(i∗) ZA has the Nikodym property.
(j) |A|0 has the separable Hahn property.
(k) |A|0 has the matrix Hahn property.
Then the implications (f) ⇒ (e) ⇒ (a) ⇒ (d), (i∗) ⇔ (i), (g) ⇒ (h) ⇒ (i) ⇒ (j) ⇒ (k) ⇒ (g) ⇒ (d), (c∗) ⇒
(i∗) ⇒ (c) hold, and, in particular, (i∗) and (g)–(k) are pairwise equivalent.
Proof. The first implication chain is obvious and (i∗) ⇔ (i) is a part of 1.5. (g) ⇒ (h) is true since χ(|A|0)β ⊂ 1:
If y = (yk) ∈ χ(|A|0)β, then apply (g) to B = (bnk) defined by bnk := yk if k  n and bnk := 0 otherwise. Moreover,
(h) ⇒ (i) is just (d) ⇒ (e) in 1.5, whereas (g) ⇒ (d) holds since χ(|A|0) ⊂ χ(∞ ∩ cA) and e := (1,1, . . .) ∈ cA.
Furthermore, (c∗) ⇒ (i∗) follows by 2.1, whereas (i∗) ⇒ (c) follows from 1.5 and 1.1. The rest is obvious. 
Remark 2.9. In [7, Theorem 5] Kuttner and Parameswaran gave an example of a nonnegative regular matrix A with
spreading rows and A /∈ KG (implying that ∞ ∩ cA does not have MHP). Moreover, χ(|A|0)β = 1 since otherwise,
A ∈ KG by 2.8. In particular, for any A ∈A+r , to have spreading rows, is not sufficient for χ(|A|0)β = 1, that is, for
HP of |A|0.
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As it is stated in Theorem 2.1, for every strongly nonatomic submeasure η on P(N), the ideal Z(η) has NP
whereas—even in the special case of densities of matrices—it is still an open question whether η is necessarily
strongly nonatomic for NP. Therefore, we are interested in classes of special matrices A such that ZA has NP if and
only if dA is strongly nonatomic.
3.1. Riesz means with strongly nonatomic density
Let p = (pn) be a real sequence with
pk > 0 (k ∈ N) and Pn :=
n∑
k=1
pk (n ∈ N). (15)
The Riesz matrix Rp = (rnk) (associated with p) is defined by
rnk :=
{ pk
Pn
if k  n,
0 otherwise
(n, k ∈ N).
The summability method corresponding Rp is called Riesz method, Riesz mean or weighted mean method. It is a
well-known fact that Rp is regular if and only if p /∈ 1; otherwise it is not regular for null sequences.
Using methods due to Kuttner and Parameswaran (cf. [3,9]) and based on the results in 2.8 and in [4, 3.9(ii)] we
show that, for instance, |Rp|0 has HP for any regular Rp if and only if Rp has spreading rows.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let p = (pn) satisfy (15) and Rp be regular, that is, p /∈ 1. If, in Proposition 2.8, we put A := Rp
and consider the condition
(b) (pn
Pn
) ∈ c0,
then all the conditions listed in Proposition 2.8 are equivalent.
Proof. For (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c) ⇔ (d) ⇔ (e) ⇔ (f) see [4, 3.9(ii)]. (Thereby: if (b) holds, then choose for each n ∈ N,
kn ∈ Nn with pkn = maxkn pk. Then
0 1
Pn
max
kn
pk = pkn
Pn
= Pkn
Pn
pkn
Pkn
 pkn
Pkn
→ 0 (n → ∞),
thus (c) is true.) Moreover, by 2.8, (i∗) and (g)–(k) are pairwise equivalent and (c∗) implies (i∗). Thus, for a proof of
the theorem it is sufficient to prove (b) ⇒ (c∗) by applying 2.4 and 2.3. For that, we construct an admissible partition
sequence (Nt ) of N satisfying (3). Now, let (kr ) be the index sequence with k1 = 1 and kr+1 = min{ν ∈ N | Pν  2Pkr }
(r ∈ N). Then, since (pn
Pn
) ∈ c0,
Pkr+1 ∼ 2Pkr . (16)
Now, let t ∈ N be fixed. Then we choose αt ∈ N with (note, RP has spreading rows since (pnPn ) ∈ c0)
pk 
1
t
Pks (ks  k < ks+1, s  αt ).
By [9, Lemma 2] (cf. [2, 3.2.15]), for any integer s  αt we can divide the set Is := N ∩ [ks, ks+1[ into t disjoint
subsets (some of them may be empty), say Nst (1),Nst (2), . . . ,Nst (t), such that for each j ∈ Nt we have∑
k∈Nst (j)
pk 
1
t
∑
k∈Is
pk + 1
t
Pks 
3
t
Pks+1 . (17)
Now, setting Nνt := Nkαt −1 ∪
⋃∞
s=αt Nst (1) if ν = 1, and
⋃∞
s=αt Nst (ν) if 1 < ν  t, as well Nt := {Nνt | ν ∈ Nt }, we
get an admissible partition sequence N := (Nt )t of N. (Note that some—but not all—of the sets Nνt and Nst (ν) may
be finite or empty.)
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account of (17) and (16), we have
r∑
s=αt
∑
k∈Nst (ν)
pk 
3
t
r∑
s=αt
Pks+1 
3
t
Pkr+1
Pn
Pn
∑
μ∈N
2−μ+1  12
t
Pn,
thus
lim sup
n→∞
sup
ν∈Nt
Anνt  lim sup
n→∞
sup
ν∈Nt
1
Pn
( ∑
k∈Nαt−1
pk +
r∑
s=αt
∑
k∈Nst (ν)
pk
)
 12
t
(18)
and therefore lim supt→∞ lim supn→∞ supν∈Nt Anνt = 0. 
Remark 3.1.2.
(a) There exist regular matrices Rp with spreading rows and ac0 ⊂ cRp , so that [1, 6.2] does not apply in the proof
of 3.1.1, (b) ⇒ (c∗); consider, for instance, p = (1,2,1,2, . . .) (cf. 2.7 and 3.1.3).
(b) Let p = (pn) satisfy (15), p /∈ 1, and (pnPn ) ∈ c0. Then dRp is strongly nonatomic as we have just proved. More-
over, by (18) there exists a constant c > 0, namely c = 12, such that for every t there is a partition N1, . . . ,Nt
of N with dRp(Nν) ct for ν ∈ Nt which gives a partial answer to a problem stated by Drewnowski and Paúl (cf.
[5, Problem 8.3]).
Now, we examine whether condition (8) is sufficient for T ⊂ c0A, provided that A ∈ A+r0. We aim to a negative
result.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let (νk) be an index sequence with νk+1 − νk → ∞ as k tends to ∞. Furthermore, let pn > 0
(n ∈ N) such that (pνk )k /∈ 1 and (pn)n=νk ∈ 1. Then (pn) /∈ 1 and (pnPn ) ∈ c0, that is, Rp is regular and ∞ ∩ cRp
has the matrix Hahn property, but T ⊂ cRp as well as bs ⊂ cRp .
Proof. Obviously, Pn → ∞ and (pnPn ) ∈ c0. Now, we assume T ⊂ cRp . Then T ⊂ c0Rp by [12, Theorem 2] (T corre-
sponds to a ‘full’ family of subsets of N). However, the thin sequence x = (xk) defined by (νk) satisfies
[Rpx]νr =
∑r
k=1 pνk∑νr
k=1 pk
=
∑r
k=1 pνk∑r
k=1 pνk +
∑νr
k=1, k =νk pk
r→∞−−−→ 1
which contradicts T ⊂ c0Rp . Moreover, bs ⊂ cRp since T ⊂ ac0 and a regular method, which sums all members of bs,
sums all almost convergent sequences since bs is ‖ ‖∞-dense in ac0 (see [2, Exercise 2.9.11]). 
Now, we show the existence of a Riesz matrix Rp with strongly nonatomic density that does not satisfy (8). Thus,
in the proof of 3.1.1 ‘(b) ⇒ (c∗)’ the construction of general admissible partition sequences of N is necessary.
Example 3.1.4. Let νk = k! (k ∈ N) and pn = 1+2−n if n = νk for some k ∈ N, and pn = 2−n if n = νk for any k ∈ N
(n ∈ N). Then Pn = k +∑ni=1 2−i = k + 1 − 2−n, where k! n < (k + 1)! (n ∈ N). Obviously, p = (pn) /∈ 1 and
(
pn
Pn
) ∈ c0, that is, Rp is regular and ∞ ∩ cRp has MHP. By the proof of 3.1.1 ‘(b) ⇒ (c),’ there exists an admissible
partition sequence (Nt ) of N satisfying (3) for A = Rp. We verify that this condition is not fulfilled in the case of the
standard partition sequence of N.
Let t ∈ N be fixed and let (nm) be defined by nm := (t +m− 1)!. Then
sup
1νt
∑
k∈Nνt
anmk 
∑
k∈Ntt
anmk
 1
Pnm
( ∑
1 +
∑
2k
)
 m
t +m (m ∈ N)
k∈{t !,...,(t+m−1)!} k∈Ntt ,knm
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lim sup
n
sup
1νt
∑
k∈Nνt
ank  lim
m
m
t +m = 1 (t ∈ N).
Thus lim supt lim supn sup1νt
∑
k∈Nνt ank  1 and T ⊂ cRp by 3.1.3.
3.2. Hausdorff matrices with strongly nonatomic density
Using the above results and some in [8] and [1] we get the following characterization of Hausdorff matrices having
strongly nonatomic densities.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let Δ = (Δnν) with Δnν := (−1)ν
(
n
ν
)
if 0  ν  n and Δnν := 0 if ν > n be the difference matrix,
p = (pn) be a real moment sequence and Hp = (hnk) := Δdiag(pn)Δ the corresponding (conservative) Hausdorff
matrix (with column-limits hk (k ∈ N)). If Hp is regular and 0  hnk (n, k ∈ N), and, in 2.8, we put A := Hp and
consider the condition
(b) (hnn)n = p ∈ c0,
then all the conditions listed in 2.8 are equivalent. (Further conditions being equivalent to (d∗) and (a)–(f) are con-
tained in [8, Theorem 2].)
Proof. For (a) ⇒ (d) ⇒ (b) see [8, Theorem 2], (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (d∗) is due to G.G. Lorentz [10], (d∗) ⇒ (f) follows
from [1, 3.4] since ac ⊃ bs ⊕ 〈e〉, and (f) ⇒ (e) ⇒ (a) hold obviously. The implication ‘(c∗) ⇒ (h)’ holds because
of 2.1 and 1.5, whereas ‘(b) ⇒ (c∗)’ follows by 2.7 since Hp is strongly regular in this situation. The remaining
implications are verified in 2.8. 
Example 3.2.2.
(a) Let α ∈ C and p = p(α) = (αn). The Euler matrix Eα := Hp (of order α), is regular if and only if 0 < α  1. For
0 < α we have p = (αn) ∈ c0 (thus, by 3.2.1, |Eα|0 has HP) if and only if 0 < α < 1.
For 0 < α < 1, Eα is b-equivalent to the (nonnegative) Taylor matrix Tα (cf. [11, Satz 25]). Thus |Tα|0 has HP if
0 < α < 1 (see also 2.8).
(b) Let α ∈ R with α /∈ −N and p = p(α) = (n+α
n
)−1
. The Cesàro matrix Cα := Hp (of order α) is regular if and only
if α  0. Moreover, for α  0, p(α) ∈ c0 holds if and only if 0 < α, so that 3.2.1 applies to Cα, α > 0.
3.3. Nörlund means with strongly nonatomic density
Again, let p = (pk) be a sequence satisfying the conditions in (15). Then the Nörlund matrix Np = (pnk) (associ-
ated with p) is defined by
pnk :=
{ pn−k+1
Pn
if k  n,
0 otherwise
(n, k ∈ N).
The summability method corresponding Np is called Nörlund method or Nörlund mean. It is regular if and only if
(
pn
Pn
) ∈ c0.
The handling of Np is much more troublesome than that of Rp. So it is not surprising that there are difficulties to
realize 3.1.1 for the case of Np.
First of all we refine Theorem 3.3 in [4] by an immediate observation.
Remark 3.3.1. (Cf. [4, 3.3].) If p satisfies (15) and p ∈ 1, then Np is regular. Moreover, Np /∈ KG (cf. the proof
of [4, 3.3]), thus Np /∈ |KG|0, ZNp do not have NP, and dNp is not strongly nonatomic (cf. 2.8).
Theorem 3.3.2. Let p = (pn) satisfy (15). Let Np be regular. If, in Proposition 2.8, we put A := Np and consider the
condition
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then, in Proposition 2.8, the statements (a)–(f) as well (i∗) and (g)–(k) are pairwise equivalent. Moreover, (c∗) ⇒
(i∗) ⇒ (c), and, if (c) implies (c∗), then all the conditions listed in Proposition 2.8 are equivalent.
Proof. If (b) holds, then (c) follows because we are in the same situation as in the corresponding part of the proof
of 3.1.1. If (b) does not hold, that is p ∈ 1, then Pn → α for a suitable α > 0. Thus 1Pn maxkn pk 
p1
Pn
→ p1
α
> 0,
that is, (c) does not hold. Beyond it, (b)[4, 3.10]⇒ (f) ⇒ (e) ⇒ (a) ⇒ (d) 3.3.1⇒(b) where the implications without citation
can easily be verified. Thus the equivalence of (a)–(f), an extended version of [4, 3.10(ii)], is proved. The remaining
statements of the theorem are part of 2.8. 
Because we do not have the desired general result in Theorem 3.3.2, the following proposition turns out to be
useful.
Proposition 3.3.3. Let p /∈ 1 and (pn
Pn
) ∈ c0. Then condition (8) applies to A = Rp if and only if it applies to Np .
Proof. For any n ∈ N we consider
A
Rp
nνt =
1
Pn
∑
r∈N
ν+rtn
pν+rt and A
Np
nνt =
1
Pn
∑
r∈N
ν+rtn
pn−ν−rt+1
with Nνt := {ν + rt | r ∈ N0} (n, t ∈ N, ν ∈ Nt ) and show that for n ∈ N, n > 2t and ν ∈ Nt there exists μ ∈ N such
that ARpnνt = ANpnμt . Any n ∈ N has the unique representation n = νn + rnt with νn ∈ Nt and rn ∈ N0. Now, if for any
given ν ∈ Nt and r ∈ N with n > 2t and k = ν + rt  n we put μ = νn − ν + 1 and s = rn − r if ν  νn, as well
μ = νn − ν + 1 + t and s = rn − r − 1 if ν > νn, then μ and s have the desired property. Analogously, starting
with ANpnνt , we get a μ with A
Np
nνt = ARpnμt . 
Remarks 3.3.4.
(a) ‘(b) ⇒ (h)’ in 3.3.2 holds, when |Rp|0 ⊂ |Np|0, since, by 3.1.1, this implies 1 ⊂ χ(|Np|0)β ⊂ χ(|Rp|0)β = 1,
thus χ(|Np|0)β = 1. For instance, |Rp|0 = |Np|0 if 0 < a < b and pn ∈ [a, b] (n ∈ N).
(b) Let qn := maxkn pk (n ∈ N) and ( nqnPn ) ∈ ∞. Then (
pn
Pn
) ∈ c0 and p /∈ 1. Moreover, (b) implies (h) in 3.3.2
since Np fulfills the condition in Remark 2.5(b). Note, if p = ( 1n ), then ( nqnPn ) /∈ ∞ however 1 = χ(|Np|0)β
since dNp is strongly nonatomic (apply 2.3 and consider the standard admissible partition sequence N of N
(cf. 2.2): Then Anνt = 1Pn
∑
kn,k∈Nνt pn−k+1. Since p = ( 1n ), we get 0  Anνt  1Pn + 1t (n, t ∈ N, ν ∈ Nt ).
Thus, lim supt sup1ν<t lim supn Anνt = 0 holds). Therefore, ( nqnPn ) ∈ ∞ is not necessary for 1 = χ(|Np|0)β .
4. Problems
1. Is dA strongly nonatomic if ZA has NP (ASP, etc.; cf. 1.5, 2.3)?
2. In [13] Stuart and Abraham introduced the bounded subsequential completeness property (BSCP) of rings R on
a set S and proved that R has the NP if it has the BSCP and that Z(η) has BSCP whenever η is a strongly nonatomic
submeasure η on the power set of S.
(a) Does Z(dA) have the BSCP, if ZA =Z(dA) has the NP?
(b) Is dA strongly nonatomic if Z(dA) has the BSCP?
3. If ∞ ∩ cRp has the Hahn property (cf. 3.1.1(f)), then χ(∞ ∩ cRp)β = 1 by [1, Theorem 5.1]. The converse
implication may probably fail.
4. In Theorem 3.3.2, does condition (c) imply (c∗)?
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